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What is Medium

• “An ideas exchange, where thinkers, creators 
and those with a story to share come to find 
their audience, move people and move us all 
forward.” –founder Ev Williams

• “That network effect of recommendations 
and followers is powerful here in a way that 
it never was on Twitter, or on any other 
social network I’ve used.” –Paul Ford

• “My goal — now — is more to participate in 
the marketplace of ideas than it is to build 
an archive of my own. I’ve come to feel that 
the value of my writing is not the growth of 
my personal brand but how sharing my idea 
can help start or progress a conversation 
around the topics I care about.” –Ian Patrick 
Hines 

• “Medium seemed to be a machine for 
generating the kind of passaroundable 
content that does so well on Twitter.”—The 
Atlantic



My Medium Experience 



How Medium Functions

• Social currency: Likes and shares 
propel content into ever more 
public eyes
• Paradox of Success: As more people 

around you like story, more likely you 
are to click on and share it

• Networked individuals not only 
take in massive amounts of 
information, but process and add 
to the information available 
online

• Participatory

• “Skim the cream”

• Part paid-for content, though…



Why use Medium?

• “Utopianism” of free expression
• boyd’s “public space” retreat becomes a public 

forum; Hyper Personal Model

• Montaigne ideal for Sullivan

• Celebrity: The Authentic Interaction or 
Personal Branding? 
• Anthony Bourdain, Bono

• Economic Incentive(?)
• Cross your fingers for six degrees of 

separation, accelerated by tags and networks 
of similar interests
• Can it be “hacked” like online dating?

• Blogging according to the Andrew Ross Sorkin 
and Andrew Sullivan models



The Nefarious Economics of Tech(?)

• Akin to Spotify, and, like Spotify, 
pays some writers cents on $

• Democratizes Internet like Astra 
Taylor wished, or no? After all, a 
former Twitter CEO is behind it…
• See: Circumsion Story

• “The Medium is the Message”: 
Relegates Internet progression to 
more immediate information, so 
will the lack of professionalism 
reduce the quality of the 
information?



CENTRALIZATION
• Even if it resisted, Applebaum argued 

in Cypherpunks that it’s the sites 
fault that it collected the data in the 
first place.

• “The idea won’t be to start a 
website. That will be dead. The 
individual website won’t matter. The 
Internet is not going to be about 
billions of people going to millions of 
websites. It will be about getting it 
from centralized websites.” 
–Williams, founder

• Morozov’s Pessimism



What it means for technological evolution

• Twitter: From Orality to Literacy, a 
reversal of the trend?

• Memes to think pieces?
• Decline of normal newspapers vs. 

increase in subscriptions for Atlantic and 
New Yorker

• With VR: a Ted Talks like forum?

• Bentham tension: Free Market or 
Panopticon?

• Frederick Douglass, Gideon v. 
Wainwright, or digital captives


